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Mounted teeth on the  working excavator

The mechanical characteristics

LONG-LIFE  TEETH FOR  CONTINUOUS  DIGGING BUCKET WHEEL EXCAVATOR

Lifetime– at least 700 hours

The tooth material Cast steel

- yield strength R02 = 310 520 N/mm²

- tensile strength  R=540 480 N/mm²

- specific elongation  A5 > 10%

- impact looding   Kcv (-20) > 29 J/cm²

Cover material
Weld covering assures a high resistance to abrasive wear.

Exploitation conditions

Drawing –Excavator  tooth

The teeth mounted on the continuously digging bucket wheel excavator are 

the wear elements of the excavator’s cutting components

Their role is to cut, to dislocate and to direct the material from the excavating 

front, to load it in the buckets and to pour it on the conveying band.

The excavator teeth have “complex loading” and the exploitation life is  

limited by the abrasive  wear.

Environmental 

conditions

Air relative humidity: 90%

Min/max.temperature: 25ºC +50ºC

Maximum temperature difference supported by the equipment in 24 hour

time: 60ºC

Working 

conditions

 Thermal regimes: cycles of about 7-9 seconds temperature variation between 

80ºC- 350ºC

 Operational regimes  of  varying intensity shocks

 Regime of permanent trepidation

Excavated 

material

 Gangue- marl, clay, quartz and fine sand, 

 Coal. 

Manufacturing technology Conventional sand casting

Dimensions

The teeth are sized in order to cover the 

requirements of the specific excavating 

activity.

Operational  conditions

Lifetime 700 hours, minimum

Complex loading

 Bending in two perpendicular directions

 Compression along the longitudinal axis

Crushing loading on areas of  the bucket mounting system

 Highly aggresive mechanical abrasion  in the tooth active area

 Shock loading due to the excavated soil nonhomogenity

Wear resistance

Dynamic shock loading resistance

 Progressive sectioning during cutting of the excavated material

 Guiding of the excavated material toward the bucket on which teeth  are 

installed

 Stiffness and operational stability

 Self-sharpening 

Technical requirements

Teeth installed on the bucket wheel of  the excavator  

Construction characteristics
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